Wanted: UI/UX design, web development intern

Spring/Summer 2018

Company Name: Inflo

Company Description: Inflo is an early-stage startup creating a social news platform intended to revolutionize the way people access and share information on the web, using state-of-the-art AI methods to combat fake news and unreliable content. We hope to be the first major player in the shift towards a new era of responsible, transparent social media.

Job requirements/details:

- Undergraduate student at HKUST or a university in Hong Kong, majoring in computer science or related field
- Design and develop the web-application interface
- 2-4 month project duration (starting immediately)
- Unpaid or paid position available, depending on experience
- Work alongside PhD and MPhil TLE students to gain understanding of knowledge transfer and high-tech innovation
- Learn and observe the dynamics of an early stage startup, from design thinking, to product development, to marketing, and beyond
- Be a part of the shift towards a more reliable and transparent era of social media

Contact: Nicholas Sukiennik at nsukiennik@ust.hk or via WhatsApp at +1 747 242 9271